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There's nothing more dangerous than a familiar face...There's nothing more dangerous than a familiar face...

As funeral mourners stand in silence at Ragmullin cemetery, a deafening cry cuts through the air. Lying crumpled at

the bottom of an open grave is the bloodied body of a young woman, and Detective Lottie ParkerDetective Lottie Parker is called in to

investigate. 

Knowing the body can’t have been there long, Lottie wonders if it could be Elizabeth Bryne, a young woman who

vanished without trace just days earlier. And with a new boss who seems to have it in for her, Lottie is under pressure

to solve both cases quickly.

As two more women go missing from Ragmullin, Lottie and her team fear there is a serial killer on the loose. And the

disappearances are strikingly similar to a cold case from ten years earlier. Could history be repeating itself? 

As journalists begin to interfere with Lottie’s investigation, she fears the killer is about to strike again. Lottie is in a

race against time to find the missing women, but the killer is closer than she thinks. Could Lottie be his next target?Could Lottie be his next target?

If you love Angela Marsons, Robert Bryndza and Rachel Abbott, you’ll love the latest pulse-pounding thriller fromIf you love Angela Marsons, Robert Bryndza and Rachel Abbott, you’ll love the latest pulse-pounding thriller from

Patricia Gibney. Patricia Gibney. No Safe PlaceNo Safe Place will keep you guessing until the very last page. will keep you guessing until the very last page. 
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What readers are saying about What readers are saying about No Safe PlaceNo Safe Place

:

'I found myself completely hooked right from the first chapter and literally finished it in less than a day.completely hooked right from the first chapter and literally finished it in less than a day. The writing

style draws you right in and the fast pace of the plot and the many many plot twists and constant action and new

discoveries will keep you on the edge of your seat.keep you on the edge of your seat. ' It's All About Books

'WOW, I just loved it. It was gritty, fast-paced… WOW, this book is just brilliant WOW, this book is just brilliant. Patricia Gibney books just get better

and better. If I could give this book 10/10 I would.If I could give this book 10/10 I would.' Goodreads Reviewer, Five Stars.

'A totally gripping and unputdownable read.A totally gripping and unputdownable read. Keeps you wanting more right up to the end.' I Love Reading UK 

'This one definitely didn't disappoint!!... Absolutely brilliant read… I honestly can't wait for the next one. HurryThis one definitely didn't disappoint!!... Absolutely brilliant read… I honestly can't wait for the next one. Hurry

please.please.' Goodreads Reviewer, Five Stars.

'The words that first spring to mind are Bloody Brilliant!Bloody Brilliant! I loved it. This book had me gripped right from the start, it

was fast-paced, full of energy and the action kept coming… I am going to give No Safe Place a big fat 5 starsa big fat 5 stars, it really

deserves it, it’s an entertaining read full of edge-of-the-seat tension that you won’t want to put down.full of edge-of-the-seat tension that you won’t want to put down.' Bonnie's Book
Talk

'A brilliant read. Utterly captivating from the first page to the last… Everyone was so well and clearly written… A real

mark of excellent and captivating character writing… I can’t over emphasize how much I enjoyed this book… it’s myit’s my

read of the year so far and I think it will take some beating… Five of the strongest starsread of the year so far and I think it will take some beating… Five of the strongest stars' Goodreads Reviewer, Five

Stars.

'Shout it out loud, for everybody who loves good Police Thrillers, DI Lottie Parker is back… A compelling read thatA compelling read that

kept me turning page after page with an anticipation that bordered on addiction.kept me turning page after page with an anticipation that bordered on addiction.' Nigel Adams Bookworm

'Fabulous readFabulous read... Cracking main plot, at one time I had three suspects in mind. Sub plot gets better and better as

Lottie’s personal life gets more complicated' Goodreads Reviewer, Five Stars

'I couldn't put down this fast-paced read… A roller-coaster of a read which I loved.' Beauty Balm 

'Gibney does it again!... I hope I don't have to wait too long for the next book.' Goodreads Reviewer, Five Stars

'I thoroughly enjoyed No Safe Place which is a fast-paced procedural with plenty of twists and turns… [Lottie Parker]

is a wonderful creation and one of the best characters in crime fiction for it. I would really like to see things go her

way for a change. No Safe Place is a great read which I have no hesitation in recommendingNo Safe Place is a great read which I have no hesitation in recommending.' Goodreads Reviewer,

Five Stars.
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